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DECLARATIONS OF PECUNIARY INTEREST AND THE GENERAL NATURE
THEREOF

 

PRESENTATIONS

1. Report dated June 27, 2012 from the Chief of Emergency Services regarding
Community Public Access Defibrillator (PAD) Program – Update. 
(ELECTRONIC PRESENTATION)   (FOR INFORMATION ONLY)   

5 - 7 

 Aaron Archibald, Deputy Chief of Emergency Medical Services
Operations

(An information update on the City of Greater Sudbury's Public Access Defibrillator
(PAD) Program.) 
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CONSENT AGENDA

(For the purpose of convenience and for expediting meetings, matters of business of repetitive or routine nature
are included in the Consent Agenda, and all such matters of business contained in the Consent Agenda are voted
on collectively. 

A particular matter of business may be singled out from the Consent Agenda for debate or for a separate vote
upon the request of any Councillor. In the case of a separate vote, the excluded matter of business is severed
from the Consent Agenda, and only the remaining matters of business contained in the Consent Agenda are
voted on collectively. 

Each and every matter of business contained in the Consent Agenda is recorded separately in the minutes of the
meeting.) 

CORRESPONDENCE FOR INFORMATION ONLY

C-1. Report dated June 21, 2012 from the General Manager of Community
Development regarding Review of the Housing Services Act. 
(FOR INFORMATION ONLY)   

8 - 13 

 (The report provides information on the new legislation highlighting the major
requirements and impacts on the CGS policies and services.) 

 

REGULAR AGENDA

MANAGERS' REPORTS

R-1. Report dated June 26, 2012 from the General Manager of Community
Development regarding Outdoor Rink and Playfields - Facilities and
Statistics. 
(FOR INFORMATION ONLY)   

14 - 48 

 (During the 2011 Budget deliberations, Council requested staff to prepare a report
on outdoor rinks and playfield usage. The report includes a summary of outdoor
rinks operating during the 2011-12 winter season along with a 2011 playfield facility
inventory/usage.) 

 

R-2. Report dated June 26, 2012 from the General Manager of Community
Development regarding Sudbury Community Arena Main Rink Lighting
Replacement. 
(RECOMMENDATION PREPARED)   

49 - 50 

 (The Electrical Safety Authority has requested that the existing main rink lighting at
the Sudbury Community Arena be replaced.) 

 

R-3. Report dated June 25, 2012 from the General Manager of Community
Development regarding Seniors' Perception Study: 20 Years Later. 
(RECOMMENDATION PREPARED)   

51 - 52 

 (The Seniors' Advisory Panel would like to conduct a 20 year follow-up from a 1991
Seniors' Perception Study.) 
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ADDENDUM

  

  

CIVIC PETITIONS

  

  

QUESTION PERIOD AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 

  

  

NOTICES OF MOTION

  

  

ADJOURNMENT

BRIGITTE SOBUSH, DEPUTY CITY CLERK

FRANCA BORTOLUSSI, COUNCIL ASSISTANT
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For Information Only 

Community Public Access Defibrillator (PAD)
Program – Update

 

Recommendation
 For information only. 

Background
In Canada, 35,000–40,000 people die of sudden
cardiac arrest (SCA) each year. Most of these deaths
occur out-of-hospital. While Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation (CPR) can maintain circulation for a very
short period of time after a sudden cardiac arrest
occurs, early defibrillation is what the patient requires.
When a heart stops beating, for whatever reason,
early intervention can often get it going again and save
a life.

The “Chain of Survival”, consists of essential elements advocated by the Heart and Stroke
Foundation, outlining the four key “links” that have to be connected in order for a victim of
cardiac arrest to have the best chance for survival. 
 
The key links in the chain include; Early Access (to Emergency Medical Services by calling
9-1-1), early CPR, (cardio pulmonary resuscitation), early Defibrillation (use of a
defibrillator by Public Access Defibrillator, Paramedics, or Firefighters), and early Advanced
Care (by medically trained Paramedics or hospital staff). CPR keeps blood circulating
through vital body tissues keeping organs alive, but it takes defibrillation with an Automated
External Defibrillator (AED) to fully resuscitate someone in cardiac arrest. Most sudden
cardiac arrest victims are in ventricular fibrillation, an electrical malfunction of the heart that
causes the heart to twitch irregularly instead of a normal steady beating action. 

According to the Heart and Stroke Foundation, the odds of survival for an out-of-hospital
cardiac arrest are approximately 5%. With each passing minute, the probability of survival
declines by 7–10%. In Ontario alone, approximately 6,500 cardiac arrests occur annually
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outside of the hospital.

However, early defibrillation with an Automated External Defibrillator (AED) can improve
cardiac arrest survival rates significantly. An AED is a portable electronic device that
automatically diagnoses the potentially life threatening cardiac rhythms of ventricular
fibrillation and ventricular tachycardia in a patient, and is able to treat them by application
of electrical shock which can stop the life threatening rhythm, allowing the heart to
re-establish an effective heartbeat. AEDs are designed to be simple to use for the layman,
and are becoming widely available through the proliferation of Public Access Defibrillator
Programs across Ontario. 
 
In Ontario, the Chase McEachern Act protects individuals from liability for damages that
may occur in relation to their use of an AED to save someone’s life at the immediate scene
of an emergency. It also protects the owners and occupiers of the buildings where AEDs
are installed from liability that may occur in relation to the use of the AED provided that the
owner or occupier of the building made the AED available for use in good faith.
 
PAD Funding

In 2007, the Heart and Stroke Foundation partnered with host communities through their
local EMS providers to provide funding toward the purchase and installation of Public
Access Defibrillators, the funding also included one-time training costs for a maximum of
ten persons for each AED deployed. The Heart and Stroke Foundation has since offered
an additional six rounds of funding. Sudbury has been successful in securing funding in
each of these rounds.
 
Heart and Stroke Foundation funding only covers the initial purchase of the AED, wall
cabinet and training for each site. However, there are ongoing costs required to maintain
the program which include: ongoing CPR/AED training, replacement defibrillator pads,
replacement batteries and airway equipment. The AED manufacturer does not specify a
service life for their AED, but we must consider that they will be required to be replaced
sometime in the future. 

In order to address financial risk, legal agreements are being developed that will transfer all
future ongoing costs, including training, and AED replacement to the host operating
department or organization. The draft agreement template is currently with legal for review.

Total funding received by EMS (2007–2012) from the Heart and Stroke Foundation for the
purchase of AED units, wall cabinets, and training costs to support the City’s Public Access
Defibrillator Program, will be approximately $265,000. 
 
Locations

Currently, EMS is deploying 40 more units, a result of funding from the last round. Once
deployed, the number of PADs located across the City will total 109. This total includes 60
PAD units located in 57 City facilities, with another 49 PAD units located in non-city owned
facilities. 
 
Each PAD location consists of a wall mounted cabinet containing a single AED, spare
defibrillator pads, bag-valve resuscitator, pocket mask, and inspections sheet and
Emergency Response Plan, costing approximately $3500 to bring each site on-line. PAD
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locations include City pools, leisure centers, libraries, arenas, beaches, ski hills, Citizen
Service Centers, office complexes, and the airport. While non-city locations include all
Secondary Schools, Community Halls, Elementary Schools (in progress), Anderson Farm,
and Science North.
 
Training and Maintenance

Training for the PAD Program is delivered by one of our Paramedics who is a certified
Heart and Stroke Instructor. Training for each participant consists of five hours of
classroom and practical training on CPR and AED operation. Since 2008, EMS has
provided this CPR/AED training to over 600 persons, 400 of which are City facility staff. The
EMS Training Section has also developed a short AED refresher video that will be posted
on the City’s eLinks web-page for review by operating departments; while outside
organizations will be provided a free copy of the video. 
 
City PAD units are inspected weekly by facility staff. Completed inspection reports are
submitted to EMS on a monthly basis. Any identified issues are addressed by EMS
Logistics staff.  
 
Conclusion

Since implementation in 2008, no Public AEDs have been used in the City of Greater
Sudbury. Heart and Stroke Foundation statistics indicate that in Ontario, Public Access
Defibrillators have saved 37 lives since 2006.
 
CPR performed by bystanders, in addition to early defibrillation, is essential if sudden
cardiac arrest survival rates are to improve. Given the potential for the PAD Program to
save lives, EMS will continue its support within the community. 

The City of Greater Sudbury’s PAD Program is working to strengthen the “Chain of
Survival” in the community. Together with the EMS response system, trained citizens can
improve cardiac arrest survival.
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For Information Only 

Review of the Housing Services Act

 

Recommendation
 FOR INFORMATION ONLY 

Background

In November 2010, the Province introduced its Long Term
Affordable Housing Strategy (LTAHS) with a view of setting out
the Province’s vision for housing in Ontario.  A main focus of the
Strategy is to transform the way housing and homelessness
services are delivered in order to achieve better outcomes for
people.  In addition, the LTAHS reaffirmed the Province’s
devolution of housing and homelessness programs to the
municipal sector.

Key components of the Strategy include:

a commitment to consolidate the funding and
administration of provincial housing and homelessness programs

1.

a requirement for the creation of local 10 year housing and homelessness plans2.
revising or replacing the current rent-geared-to-income system with a streamlined income tax based
system

3.

a commitment to a series of performance measures, including the Ontario Housing Measure and the
Rental Affordability Indicator which will be reported on by the Province as well as social housing
tenant satisfaction surveys and other local metrics to be reported on by municipalities in order to track
progress in meeting local needs

4.

These are seen as integral tools in providing municipalities with greater flexibility to address local needs.

As a means of implementing the Strategy, the Province introduced new legislation to replace the Social
Housing Reform Act, 2000 (SHRA).  It was felt that legislative changes were needed to the SHRA in order
to address complexities associated with the funding and administration of social housing, streamline
administrative requirements and ensure appropriate accountability measures were in place.  The Province
also amended the Planning Act in order to allow secondary suites in traditional single unit dwelling
neighborhoods.

In August 2011, the Province also issued the Ontario Housing Policy Statement (OHPS).  The Statement is
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In August 2011, the Province also issued the Ontario Housing Policy Statement (OHPS).  The Statement is
intended to provide additional policy context and direction to municipalities and Service Managers to support
the development of locally developed housing and homelessness plans. 

The OHPS identifies seven (7) important areas of provincial interest which municipalities must have regard
in developing their local plans.  These will be described later in this report.

Current Status

A key to the implementation of the LTAHS and the OHPS was new legislation.  To that end, the Social
Housing Reform Act 2000 (SHRA) was repealed effective January 1, 2012, and replaced with the Housing
Services Act, 2011 (HSA) and related regulations.   The HSA was designed to clarify the roles and
responsibilities of the Province and municipalities with respect to housing and homelessness planning and
programs.  In general, the purpose of the HSA is:

to provide for community based planning and delivery of housing and homelessness services with
general provincial oversight and policy direction: and
to provide flexibility for municipalities and housing providers while retaining provincial requirements
with respect to housing programs that predate the Act and to housing projects that are subject to
these programs.

Key features of the Housing Services Act, 2011, are highlighted below.

Housing Programs

The HSA completes the devolution process begun under the previous legislation.  It maintains the existing
funding and administrative responsibilities conveyed by the Province under the SHRA.  This includes
on-going reporting to the Province and adhering to provincial program requirements and standards.

With respect to the CGS relationship with the housing providers, the HSA retains the key reporting and
enforcement provisions while providing both municipalities and housing providers with enhanced tools to
better deal with problem projects and issues.  For example, the Province has delegated certain decision
powers to municipalities with respect to establishing local rules and standards which providers must follow. 

Municipalities still require Ministerial consent for the sale and transfer of social housing projects.  The HSA
also explicitly provides that municipalities are responsible for any housing provider related mortgage default
costs.

Under the HSA, housing providers must now create local training plans for staff and volunteers along with
succession plans for their board members. 

There is also a requirement for an enhance review process for applicants and tenants wishing a second
review of decisions affecting their eligibility and rent calculations.  The new rules regarding the review
process are designed to ensure that those making the final decision are not those individuals who
participated in the initial decision making process.

Staff training on the various aspects of the HSA is underway.  Staff are also working with local housing
providers to ensure that they are aware of the new legislative requirements.  Further, staff is working closely
with local housing providers and stakeholders on the review of local housing rules with a view of bringing
these in compliance with the new HSA standards.

Rent-Geared-To-Income (RGI) Reform

The Province is committed to RGI reform.  Currently, social housing tenant rents are based on 30% of
gross income for those with employment or pension related incomes. Tenants in receipt of social
assistance (Ontario Works) or the Ontario Disability Support Program (ODSP) have their rents based on a
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assistance (Ontario Works) or the Ontario Disability Support Program (ODSP) have their rents based on a
prescribed provincial rent scale which sets their rents at less than the maximum shelter allowance permitted
under those programs.  For all tenants, rents are adjusted as incomes change and for utilities.

The Province hopes to introduce a new income tax based system that is less complex, easier for tenants to
understand and easier for municipalities to administer.  They are currently working on several models and
will give municipalities an opportunity to provide comment on the proposed new system prior to its
implementation.

At this time, it does not appear that the OW/ODSP rent scales or the utility scales will be adjusted.  Further,
it is unclear what impact the new system will have on program administration and tenant rents.  Increases
could impact municipal costs and rent subsidies.  Impact assessments will be conducted once details of the
proposed new system are available.

Staff training for both municipal and non-profit staff will be required prior to making the new system
operational.  The creation and delivery of information materials for applicants and tenants will also be
required.

The Province has not indicated when details of the new system will be available.  Municipalities are hopeful
that the details of the new system will be known in time to ensure that any projected impacts can be
appropriately reflected in the budget cycle.

10 Year Housing & Homelessness Plans

The HSA requires that each municipality/service manager develop a 10 year Housing and Homelessness
Plan.  Details on the Plan requirements have been provided through provincial regulations and the Ontario
Housing Policy Statement.  All plans are to be in place by January 1, 2014.

In general terms, the Plans are high level strategic plans.  They are to treat housing as a whole system and
address housing issues across the full housing continuum from eviction prevention programs to full market
housing.  The Plans should link to other local planning activities like land use planning and Official Plans,
homelessness planning, infrastructure planning, human services planning and economic development
strategies. 

The Plans are not intended to be about existing programs or specific program outcomes.  The intent is to
provide a more integrated approach to local service provision and planning which will result in better overall
people centered results.

The Plan must include four principle components:

An assessment of current and future local housing needs.1.
Objectives and targets to address identified housing needs.2.
A description of activities proposed to meet the objectives and targets.3.
A description of how progress will be measured.4.

Municipalities are required to ensure that their Plans address all matters defined as Provincial Interests in
the HSA.  The Plan must reflect a system of housing and homelessness services that:

is focused on achieving positive outcomes for individuals and families
addresses the housing needs of individuals and families in order to help address other challenges
they face
has a role for non-profit corporations and non-profit housing cooperatives
has a role for the private market in meeting housing needs
provides for partnerships among governments and others in the community
treats individuals and families with respect and dignity
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is co-ordinated with other community services
is relevant to local circumstances
allows for a range of housing options to meet a broad range of needs
ensures appropriate accountability for public funding
supports economic prosperity
is delivered in a manner that promotes environmental sustainability and energy conservation

The Plan must also address the policy directions identified in the Ontario Housing Policy Statement.  As
such, the Plan must reflect:

measurable, improved outcomes for individuals and families achieved through increased access to
locally relevant programs, services and supports that are coordinated and address identified needs

1.

strategies to prevent and to reduce homelessness and assist people who are homeless to find and
keep housing and be able to demonstrate that these strategies have a measurable impact on at-risk
and homeless individuals and families

2.

a community-based approach to social housing which maintains and supports non-profit housing
corporations and non-profit housing co-operatives, so that affordable options that exist today will
continue to be available in the future

3.

a strategy to generate municipal support for an active and vital private ownership and rental market,
including second units and garden suites, as a necessary part of the housing continuum including
affordable home ownership, where appropriate

4.

improved integration of housing and homelessness plans and services with other human services
planning and delivery which will result in better outcomes for the people accessing services

5.

community integration and diversity by meeting the needs of people with disabilities, victims of
domestic violence, seniors and those in other locally defined groups

6.

a commitment to improve the energy efficiency of existing and future publicly funded housing stock.
This includes support for energy conservation and energy efficiency through operating programs,
tenant engagement, housing located near transportation choices, and innovative investment
decisions such as the installation of renewable energy and low carbon technologies

7.

There is no new provincial funding available to support new local programs or initiatives.  Provincial staff
have repeatedly clarified that “addressing” a local housing need does not mean meeting that need in full. 
The primary objective is to ensure that local Plans are developed in an integrated manner, with
consideration given to the housing and homelessness system as a whole, resulting in locally appropriate
allocation of the available resources.

CGS staff has begun work on bringing the various aspects of the Plan together.  A multi-departmental team
is in place reflecting staff from Housing Services, Social Services and Planning Services.  Staff from other
areas may be added as needed.  Consultations with various stakeholders will take place as appropriate.

The timing of the work on the new Plan coincides with the update of the CGS Official Plan and the CGS
Affordable Housing Strategy.  This provides an opportunity to collaborate on data collection and policy
development.  Staff will work together with local stakeholders to ensure that both the Official Plan policies
and those of the Housing and Homelessness Plan are consistent and mutually supportive.

Further, recent work by CGS Homelessness staff and community groups on the delivery of homelessness
services can be added to the Plan ensuring that policies related to homelessness reflect community
priorities. 

The final Council approved Plan must be in place by January 1, 2014.  However prior to Council approving
the Plan, the proposed plan must be submitted to the Minister for comment. The Province has committed to
providing comments within 90 days. The final Plan approved by Council must reflect consideration of any
provincial comments.  The draft Plan will be brought before the Community Services Committee prior to
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provincial comments.  The draft Plan will be brought before the Community Services Committee prior to
proceeding to Council for final approval.

Homelessness Funding Consolidation

The Province will consolidate funding and administrative responsibility for a range of housing and
homelessness programs, with Phase One of consolidation taking effect January 1, 2013.

Currently, there are more than twenty housing and homelessness-related programs with policy and program
responsibilities split across three ministries.  These programs have various legislative and policy
frameworks and funding relationships.  The CGS currently has a funding or administrative role in most of
these programs.

The Province committed to consolidating the following homelessness programs as Phase One of
consolidation:

Consolidated Homelessness Prevention Program:  which assists those experiencing or at risk of
homelessness to find and maintain stable housing and to access a system of supports. 
Emergency Hostel Services: which provides board, lodging and personal needs to homeless persons
on a short term basis. 
Domiciliary Hostel Program:  which provides permanent housing with limited supports for vulnerable
adults who require some supervision and support with daily living activities. 
Provincial Rent Bank:  which provides outstanding rent directly to landlords on behalf of tenants who
are in short-term arrears and facing eviction. 
Emergency Energy Fund:  which assists low-income households facing energy-related emergencies
by providing emergency assistance to deal with payment of utilities, security deposits and
reconnection fees.

The object of the consolidation is to enable municipalities to use provincial funding in a more flexible
manner, reflective of local homelessness related needs and priorities.  The Province is working with all
stakeholders to establish the consolidation framework and to support a smooth transition to the consolidated
program.  Funding for the five programs will be consolidated effective January 2013.   The actual amount
funding the CGS will receive post consolidation has yet to be announced.  It is hoped that the program
details and funding allocation will be made in time to coincide with the municipal budget process.

As well, the most recent Provincial budget announced that as part of the first phase of program
consolidation under the Provincial Long Term Affordable Housing Strategy, the Community Start-Up and
Maintenance Benefit (CSUB) is being removed from the social assistance program.  A portion of the funding
formerly allocated to CSUB is to be included in the new consolidated homelessness program funding
envelope to be administered by municipalities.  

Staff are working with the local homelessness network, service providers and community stakeholders
regarding the upcoming changes.  Once all details and funding allocations are known, a plan will be put in
place to ensure that households experiencing housing instability continue to receive services as required.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

At this point in time, the financial implications of the Housing Services Act and consolidation of housing and
homelessness program funding are unknown.  No new senior level housing and homelessness programs
have been announced which would help address waiting list pressures or other local housing needs.

There may actually be future cost increases related to:

Changes in the rent-geared-to-income calculation rules. 
Program cost increases not adequately captured in the block funding provided by the Province for
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Program cost increases not adequately captured in the block funding provided by the Province for
consolidated programs.

Once program details and impacts are known, these will be reflected through the appropriate budget
processes.

Next Steps

Staff, in collaboration with local housing providers and stakeholders, will begin implementing the various
aspects of the Housing Services Act.  In particular, staff will work with community partners on the
development of a 10 Year Housing and Homelessness Plan.  The Plan will be brought to the Community
Services Committee for review and recommendation to Council.

Staff will also continue to participate in the various provincial program consultations and focus groups with a
view of maximizing program benefits while minimizing program costs.
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For Information Only 

Outdoor Rink and Playfields - Facilities and
Statistics

 

Recommendation
 For information only. 

 

Background
As part of the 2011 Budget process, Council requested staff to
submit a report on the use of outdoor rinks during the 2011-2012
season along with background information on playfield users,
statistics and number of playfield facilities.

Please attached report.
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Outdoor Rinks and Playfields 

 

Page 1 of 7 

 

Background 

As part of the 2011 Budget process, Council requested staff to submit a report on the use of 

outdoor rinks during the 2011-2012 season along with background information on playfield 

users, statistics and number of playfield facilities. 

The Parks, Open Space and Leisure Master Plan  

To help frame the issue and to provide a historical perspective the Parks, Open Space and 
Leisure Master Plan (2004) was reviewed with respect to outdoor rinks and playfields.  The 
following statistics and recommended action were included in the Plan.  

Outdoor Rinks 

Outdoor Hockey Rink Distribution (Parks, Open Space and Leisure Master Plan, 2004) 

 

Actions re: outdoor rinks from the Parks, Open Space and Leisure Master Plan 

 Similar to the approach taken in some of its Towns prior to amalgamation, it is recommended 

that the City only provide supervision at select locations and that local organizations be 

responsible for supervising the balance of the rinks. The City should continue to supply all 

volunteer associations with the necessary equipment and should provide additional funds to 

groups providing supervisory duties. The level of funding should, however, be less than what 

it would cost the City to provide direct supervision, otherwise the City should not adopt this 

approach. 
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Soccer/Playfields 

Soccer Field Distribution (Parks, Open Space and Leisure Master Plan, 2004) 

The Plan indicated that, by applying a provision standard of 1 field (both full-size and mini) per 

65 active participants, there was a current need for 92 fields. With a thet supply of 71 soccer 

fields (in 2004), there was a resulting shortage of 21 fields.  

 

Actions re: Playfields from the Parks, Open Space and Leisure Master Plan 

 The City should work with the Board of Education to properly convert the under-utilized ball 

diamond at Chelmsford High School to a soccer field (equivalent to 2 mini fields). These 

fields have been included within the current inventory as they are being used for soccer at 

this time. 

 Develop three new mini fields at the Lionel E. Lalonde Centre in Azilda. 

 Develop a soccer complex with three or more full size lit fields at either Countryside Arena 

or the proposed multi-use recreation complex in the New Sudbury/Flour Mill area. Should 

the twin pad site in the New Sudbury/Flour Mill area be selected for soccer field 

development, consideration should be given to developing one pitch as an artificial turf field  

 Pending the outcome of the Adanac Park Master Plan and the reuse of the Barrydowne Arena 

as an indoor turf venue, an outdoor soccer field complex should be developed within the 

Adanac/Rotary Park area. 
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 Install lights on the Lily Creek Sports Complex soccer fields and investigate the possibility of 

converting the ball diamond and tennis courts at this site into a soccer pitch. 

 Continue to upgrade existing soccer fields to meet local needs, including the identification of 

additional fields suitable for lighting installation. Additional funds may be required to 

maintain and upgrade fields to the appropriate standards. The City should work with local 

Boards of Education to improve school fields in areas without municipal fields, subject to a 

community use agreement regarding the improved fields. 

 Identify surplus ball diamonds (on City or school lands) and redevelop them as soccer fields, 

where feasible and appropriate. 

 The City should collect accurate and complete data on soccer participation on a yearly basis, 

similar to how it obtains information for hockey and figure skating through its ice allocation 

process. 

Ball Diamonds 

Ball Diamond Distribution (Parks, Open Space and Leisure Master Plan 2004) 

 
 

The inventory data indicated that there were 70 diamonds in the City if only the 

better quality diamonds were counted and lit fields are considered to be equivalent to two unlit 

fields. With a demand for 71 diamonds and a supply of 70 diamonds, there was an identified 

need for one additional field. 
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Actions re: Ball Diamonds from the Parks, Open Space and Leisure Master Plan 

 A third lit softball diamond should be developed at the Centennial Arena in Hanmer, 

contingent upon receiving an acceptable level of financial assistance from local user groups. 

Once this field is constructed, no new diamonds will be required in the City. 

 Lower quality “practice” or “scrub” diamonds should be evaluated and redeveloped for other 

uses where appropriate (e.g., soccer fields). 

 In cooperation with local organizations, the City should undertake an assessment of ball 

diamonds in order to identify necessary repairs and upgrades to the diamonds. Upgrades 

should be made to the select diamonds with the assistance of local organizations. If lights are 

added to any diamond, one existing unlit diamond should be eliminated from the inventory. 

Additional funds may be required to maintain and upgrade diamonds to the appropriate 

standards. 

Current Status 

Many of the actions identified in the 2004 Parks, Open Space and Leisure Master Plan have been 

acted upon. Some growth in supply of playfields has occurred, and new outdoor rinks have been 

added to the inventory. The James Jerome Sports Complex has added an artificial turf field to the 

inventory of playfields and usage analysis is being completed to identify future supply/demand 

issues. 

 

The following provides a summary of the current status of CGS outdoor rinks, playfields and ball 

diamonds. 

 

Outdoor Rink Program 
Prior to amalgamation, the former City of Sudbury, towns of Onaping Falls and Nickel Centre 

funded winter rink supervision.  For the 2002-2003 season, the annual budget allocation in 

support of rink supervision was divided equally amongst the 47 rinks in the City of Greater 

Sudbury within the existing budget allocation.  The former City of Sudbury winter rink 

supervisor provided 35 hours per week for 11 weeks.  The hours were reduced from 35 hours to 

25 hours (approximately 250 hours per site) in order to re-allocate the budget to support all 

outdoor rinks in the City.  Council considered increasing rink supervision hours twice in the last 

10 years. 

The winter rink supervisors are a support to a number of sites operated by playground 

associations.  The supervisors assist with ice maintenance, supervision and managing the 

playground buildings to accommodate users.  There are a number of sites which are operated by 

volunteer playground associations however other sites are supported only by outdoor rink 

supervisors. 

In the last few years, 1 outdoor rink location has closed (Twin Forks) and there has been an 

increase of 7 outdoor rinks for a total of 53 rinks currently operating in the City of Greater 

Sudbury.  The following is a summary of outdoor rinks, categorized by Ward: 
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Outdoor Rinks by Ward: 

Ward 1 Ward 2 Ward 3 Ward 4 Ward 5 Ward 6 

 Delki Dozzi 
 Robinson 

 Beaver Lake 
 Black Lake 
 Den Lou 
 Diorite 
 Kinsmen 
 Lively 
 Oja 
 Penage Road 
 VLA 
 Whitefish 

 

 Chelmsford 
 Dowling 
 Levack 
 Russell 

Beaudry 
 

 Antwerp 
 Azilda 
 Elm West 

 Carol Richard 
 McLean 
 Ryan Heights 
 Sunnyside 
 Valley East Kin 

 Elmview 
 Farmdale 
 Theresa 
 Valley Acres 

 

Ward 7 Ward 8 Ward 9 Ward 10 Ward 11 Ward 12 

 Capreol 
 Central Lane 
 Falconbridge 
 Matson 
 Old Skead Rd 
 Skead 

 Don Lita 
 Rosemarie 
 Westmount 

 

 Algonquin 
 Coniston 
 Long Lake 
 McFarlane 
 Wahnapitae 

 Lo-Ellen 
 Riverdale 

 

 Carmichael 
 Downe 
 East End 
 Lonsdale 

 

 Cedar Park 
 Eyre 
 O’Connor 
 Percy 
 Ridgecrest 

In addition to supporting the 53 Neighbourhood Outdoor Rinks, the current budget supports both 

Queen's Athletic Field Oval and the Ramsey Lake Skating Path.  Both sites are extensively used 

by the general public. 

Appendix A provides a summary of the weekly attendance at the majority of the outdoor rink 

sites for the 2011-2012 season.  There are 6 outdoor rinks which no attendance statistics were 

available/accumulated. 

 

Soccer/Playfields/Ball Diamonds 
The City of Greater Sudbury has a number of varied users of playfields during the summer 

months.  Youth and Adult users participate in Rugby, Football, Cricket, Soccer, Flag Football, 

Baseball and Frisbee.  The leagues utilized City owned and school board fields in order to 

implement their programs. 

The report on playfields provides Council with information on the following: 

 3 Year Statistics (2009-2011) – Appendix B 

 Playfield Facilities (City owned and Board of Education) – Appendix C 

 2011 Tournament Listing – Appendix D 
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Playfield Allocation 
The Leisure Services department has hosted three separate pre-season athletic field user meetings 

this spring; baseball, soccer, football/cricket/rugby/ultimate frisbee. Discussions pertaining to 

field allocation and CGS policies formed the basis of the meetings.   

 

The Greater Sudbury Police Service attended the baseball user meeting to inform users of the 

increased enforcement regarding the non-licensed consumption of alcohol at CGS athletic fields.  

Field Users were advised that a focused effort to ensure the zero tolerance policy for this type of 

behaviour will be strictly enforced.  Teams in contravention of this policy will be suspended. 

Arrangements were made to provide all league schedules to GSPS prior to the beginning of the 

season on May 21st, 2012.  Any league representatives who were not in attendance at the 

meetings have received the meeting notes to ensure they are well advised of the policy.  In 

addition, leagues were advised to further inform each individual team representative. This 

information was also included in written communication on subsequent communications from 

the CGS to all field users.  Positive results are anticipated from this proactive, collaborative 

approach.  

Playfields are also a critical part of discussions in the current renegotiation of the Joint Use 

agreement.  Staff are currently collaborating with all four local school boards to renew/create one 

Joint Use agreement between all parties. A draft Joint Use agreement is scheduled to be 

presented to Council prior to December, 2012. 

Conclusion 

The City of Greater Sudbury continues to analyze and review supply, demand and capacity 
issues within its outdoor recreational facilities and sports fields. Since the release of the 
2004 Parks, Open Space and Leisure Master Plan, the following has been accomplished: 
 
 2 mini fields at Lionel Lalonde Centre ( equivalent to 1 full size field )  

 4 full size fields at Howard Armstrong Recreational Complex 

 Renewal of 2 full size fields at James Jerome sports complex with lights / 

converted one natural field into artificial turf. An artificial turf field is equivalent to 4 full 

size grass field or 2.5 lit grass field. 

 Developed 6 mini fields at Adanac / Rotary park - ( equivalent to 3 full size field  )  

 1 mini field at Robinson playground 

 1 mini field at Delki Dozzi playground 

  

The above reduces the soccer field shortage by 13 full size fields leaving a balance of field 

shortage of 8 fields. Additionally, a feasibility study completed during the Multi-Use 

Recreational Complex exercise identified the shortage of fields primarily in the former city of 

Sudbury. 
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As defined it the Leisure Services Strategic Plan, with the initiation of the Official Plan 
review, it is anticipated that an update can also be provided for the Parks, Open Space and 
Leisure Master Plan.  This update will provide the framework to better inform the decisions 
and actions in the continued effort to renew infrastructure and meet the needs of the 
citizens of Greater Sudbury. 
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Appendix B

ADULT USERS

ADULT BALL LEAGUES 2009 2010 2011

CAPREOL MENS SP LEAGUE 8 7 7

CONISTON OLDTIMERS 4 4 4

GARSON MENS SP LEAGUE 8 10 12

GARSON MIXED SP LEAGUE 8 15 14

MID WEEK FUN SP LEAGUE 7 8 8

MONDAY NIGHT MIXED SP LEAGUE 13 14 14

NC LADIES SP LEAGUE 12 11 11

OF MIXED SP LEAGUE 14 21 13

RB COED SP LEAGUE 5 8 10

RB MENS FASTBALL LEAGUE 5 5 4

RB MENS SP LEAGUE 11 8 8

RB MIXED SP LEAGUE 11 13 18

SUDBURY INDUSTRIAL MENS LEAGUE 8 8 8

SUDBURY LADIES SP LEAGUE 27 28 30

SUDBURY MENS BLOOPERBALL 6 6 6

SUDBURY MEN'S MOLSON LEAGUE - FABIILLI 8 8 8

SUDBURY MIXED SP LEAGUE 42 41 38

SUDBURY NSA MEN'S SP LEAGUE 24 24 24

SUDBURY SP ASSOCIATION   - KEYES 12 12 12

SUNDAY NIGHT MIXED SP LEAGUE 16 16 16

TUESDAY MENS LEAGUE 12 12 12

VE LADIES SP LEAGUE 7 7 7

VE MENS SP LEAGUE 16 16 15

VE MIXED SP LEAGUE 24 21 24

WALDEN LADIES SP LEAGUE 12 12 12

WALDEN MENS BLOOPERBALL LEAGUE 10 10 10

WALDEN MIXED SP LEAGUE 16 16 16

TOTAL NUMBER OF TEAMS 346 361 361

FOOTBALL ADULT LEAGUES 2009 2010 2011

SUDBURY STONES RUGBY LEAGUE  (30) 22 30 30

SUDBURY SPARTANS 45

TOTAL NUMBER OF TEAMS 22 30 75

ADULT  SOCCER  LEAGUES 2009 2010 2011

SUDBURY WOMENS SOCCER CLUB 12 12 12

SRCSL MENS 7 7 7

ITALIA FLYERS MENS SOCCER 11 10 8

TOTAL NUMBER OF TEAMS 30 29 27

TOTAL NUMBER OF ADULT TEAMS 398 420 463

Summer Playfield Users Statistics 2009-2011

NUMBER OF TEAMS
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YOUTH USERS

YOUTH BALL LEAGUES 2009 2010 2011

CONISTON YOUTH BALL/SOCCER LEAGUE 20

ROCKHAVEN 20 20 24

SUDBURY MINOR GIRLS SOFTBALL 154 153 138

VALLEY EAST MINOR BALL  275 281 258

SUDBURY MINOR BASEBALL  497 470 465

ONT SPECIAL OLYMPICS BALL - MONAGHAN 45 42 60

ONTARIO SPECIAL OLYMPICS BALL - LAURIN 30 30 36

RB LITTLE LEAGUE 75 60 60  

TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS 1096 1056 1061

YOUTH SOCCER  LEAGUES 2009 2010 2011

WALDEN MINOR SOCCER  768 728 660

NICKEL CENTRE SOCCER ASSOCIATION  371 406 478

ONTARIO SPECIAL OLYMPICS SOCCER 30 50 60

MCFARLANE LAKE ASSOCIATION 200 200 200

RB SOCCER ASSOCIATION  474 482 449

VE SOCCER ASSOCIATION  1550 1779 1796

SRCSL /GSSC 440 347 385

SUDBURNIA SOCCER 1420 1365 1235

MCLEAN PLAYGROUND SOCCER PROGRAM 100 90 80

TOTAL OF PARTICIPANTS 5353 5447 5343

FOOTBALL YOUTH LEAGUES 2009 2010 2011

JOE MACDONALD FOOTBALL  n/a 259 274

SUDBURY GLADIATORS SR/JR FOOTBALL TEAMS 45 90 90

TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS 45 349 364

TOTAL NUMBER OF YOUTH PARTICIPANTS 6494 6852 6768

OTHER GROUPS 2009 2010 2011

SUDBURY CRICKET CLUB   20 20 20

SUDBURY ULITMATE CLUB 140

TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS 20 20 160

 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
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Appendix A

2011-2012 Outdoor Rinks Program Attendance Records

Ward Sites
Average 

Weekly 

Visits
Yes No

1 DELKI DOZZI √ 64                

1 ROBINSON √ 763              

2 BEAVER LAKE √ 38                

2 BLACK LAKE √ 16                

2 DEN LOU √ 48                

2 DIORITE √ 181              

2 KINSMEN √ 307              

2 LIVELY √ 41                

2 OJA √ 169              

2 PENAGE ROAD √ 54                

2 VLA √ 39                

2 WHITEFISH √ 48                

3 CHELMSFORD NO
3 DOWLING √ 39                

3 LEVACK NO 107              

3 RUSSELL BEAUDRY √ 161              

4 ANTWERP √ 199              

4 AZILDA √ 66                

4 ELM WEST √ 49                

5 CAROL RICHARD √
5 MCLEAN √ 109              

5 RYAN HEIGHTS √
5 SUNNYSIDE √ 36                

5 VALLEY EAST KIN (BLEZARD) √ 17                

6 ELMVIEW √ 91                

6 FARMDALE NO 63                

6 THERESA √ 87                

6 VALLEY ACRES √ 90                

Volunteer 

Assoc.
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Ward Sites
Average 

Weekly 

Visits

Volunteer 

Assoc.

7 CAPREOL NO 42                

7 CENTRAL LANE √
7 FALCONBRIDGE NO
7 MATSON √ 217              

7 OLD SKEAD (GORDON ST) √
7 SKEAD (POUPORE ST) √ 38                

8 DON LITA NO 60                

8 ROSEMARIE √ 174              

8 WESTMOUNT √ 180              

9 ALGONQUIN √ 179              

9 CONISTON √ 118              

9 LONG LAKE √ 96                

9 MCFARLANE √ 42                

9 WAHNAPITAE √ 76                

10 LO ELLEN √ 44                

10 RIVERDALE √ 336              

11 CARMICHAEL √ 150              

11 DOWNE NO 37                

11 EAST END √ 99                

11 LONSDALE √ 39                

12 CEDAR PARK √ 321              

12 EYRE √ 78                

12 O'CONNOR NO 47                

12 PERCY √ 103              

12 RIDGECREST √ 133              
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Appendix C

1 Carmichael #1 Lit 1 Coniston Red Sox Lit

2 Carmichael #2 Lit 2 Coniston Tball field no lights

3 Copper Cliff no lights 3 Garson Inco no lights

4 Delki Dozzi Lit 4 Lorne Brady #1 Lit

5 Downe Playground no lights 5 Lorne Brady #2 Lit

6 Elmwest #1 no lights 6 Lorne Brady #3 no lights

7 Elmwest #2 no lights 7 Wahnapitae Lit

8 James Jerome Lit

9 Lansing Sports Field no lights

10 McFarlane Lake no lights 1 Blezard Valley #1 no lights

11 Moonlight no lights 2 Blezard Valley #2 no lights

12 Ridgemount no lights 3 Capreol/Doug Mohns #1 Lit

13 Selkirk Park no lights 4 Capreol/Doug Mohns #2 Lit

14 Terry Fox #1 Lit 5 Centennial Park #1 Lit

15 Terry Fox #2 no lights 6 Centennial Park #2 Lit

16 Terry Fox #3 lit 7 Confederation Secondary Lit

17 Terry Fox #4 Lit 8 Elmview no lights

18 Twin Forks Lit 9 Farmdale #1 no lights

10 Farmdale #2 no lights

11 Hamner Lions Lit

1 Kinsmen (Hillcrest) no lights

2 Oja Sports #1 Lit 1 Cote Park Lit

3 Oja Sports #2 Lit 2 Dowling #1 no lights

4 R.H. Murray Public School field 3 Dowling #2 no lights

4 Levack Ball field Lit

5 Rick McDonald Lit

6 Rick McDonald #1 no lights

7 Rick McDonald #2 no lights

2011 LIST OF BALL FIELDS - CITY FIELDS AND SCHOOL FIELDS

SUDBURY CITY CORE NICKEL CENTRE

CAPREOL AND VALLEY EAST

WALDEN 

RAYSIDE/ONAPING/LEVACK

TOTAL #  OF FIELDS = 47
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1 Delki Dozzi Lit Full Size 1 Coniston mini field No Lights Mini

2 James Jerome #1 Lit Artificial Turf 2 Falconbridge #1 No Lights Full Size

3 James Jerome #2 Lit Full Size 3 Falconbridge #2 No Lights Full Size

4 Queens Athletic Lit Full Size 4 Falconbridge #3 No Lights Mini

5 Adamsdale #1 no lights Mini 5 Falconbridge #4 No Lights Mini

6 Adamsdale #2 no lights Mini 6 Falconbridge #5 No Lights Mini

7 Delki Dozzi Mini no lights Mini 7 Falconbridge #6 No Lights Timbit

8 Heritage no lights Full Size 8 Falconbridge #7 No Lights Timbit

9 James Jerome mini field no lights Mini 9 Falconbridge #8 No Lights Timbit

10 Lansing no lights Mini 10 Falconbridge #9 No Lights Timbit

11 Long Lake no lights 3/4 field

12 McFarlane Lake #1 no lights Mini

13 McLean #1 no lights 2 mini's 50 x 138 1 Valley East Rec Centre #1 Lit Full Size

14 Robinson #1 no lights Mini 2 Valley East Rec Centre #2 Lit Full Size

15 Robinson #2 no lights Mini 3 Valley East Rec Centre #3 No Lights Full Size

16 Twin Forks #1 no lights Mini 4 Valley East Rec Centre #4 No Lights Full Size

17 Twin Forks #2 no lights Mini 5 Valley East Rec Centre #5 No Lights Full Size

18 Ernie Checkeris School Board Mini 6 TO 12 Valley East Rec Centre #6 to #12 no lights mini

19 Jean Ethier Blais School Board 3/4 field 13 Bishop Carter Alexander School Board Mini

20 Lasalle Secondary #1 School Board Full Size 14 Hanmer Secondary School Board Full Size

21 Lasalle Secondary #2 School Board Full Size 15 Horizon Secondary School Board Full Size

22 Laurentian #1 School Board Full Size 16 Confederation High School School Board Full Size

23 Laurentian #2 School Board 3/4 field

24 Lockerby Secondary School Board Full Size

25 LoEllen Secondary School Board Full Size 1 Kinsmen #1 no lights Full Size

26 MacDonald Cartier School Board Full Size 2 Kinsmen #2 no lights Full Size

27 MacLeod Public School Board Mini 3 Kinsmen #3 no lights Full Size

28 Pius XII School Board Mini 4 Naughton no lights 3/4 field

29 Queen Elizabeth #1 School Board Mini 5 Lively Secondary School Board Full Size

30 Queen Elizabeth #2 School Board Mini 6 R.H. Murray Public School Board 3/4 field

31 Queen Elizabeth #3 School Board Mini

32 Queen Elizabeth #4 School Board Mini

33 R.L. Beattie School Board Mini 1 Lionel E. Lalonde #1 no lights Full Size

34 Sacre Coeur #1 School Board Mini 2 Lionel E. Lalonde #2 no lights 2 mini's

35 Sacre Coeur #2 School Board Full Size 3 Chelmsford Secondary School Board Full Size

36 Sacre Coeur #3 School Board Full Size

37 St. Charles College #1 School Board Full Size

38 St. Charles College #2 School Board Full Size

RAYSIDE BALFOUR

TOTAL OF 73 FIELDS

2011 LIST OF SOCCER FIELDS - CITY FIELDS AND SCHOOL FIELDS

SUDBURY CITY CORE NICKEL CENTRE

VALLEY EAST

WALDEN
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Appendix D

LEAGUE NAME # OF TEAMS
#  PARTICIPANT 

(12)
SGT RICK MCDONALD MEMORIAL TOURNY 14 168

SGT RICK MCDONALD YOUTH TOURNAMENT 10 120

ECOLE ST. ETIENNE SP TOURNAMENT 6 72

CARUSO MENS SOCCER TOURNAMENT 15 180

CRA SP TOURNAMENT 11 132

SUDBURY PANHELLENIC TOURNY 72 864

BOMHOWER SNOW PITCH TOURNAMENT 10 120

SNOWPLATE 2011 16 192

OUTDOOR HOCKEY TOURNAMENT 8 96

BISHOP CARTER SS BALL TOURNY (246) 23 246

ST. RAPHEALS BALL TOURNAMENT 9 108

ECOLE ALLIANCE ST JOSEPH BALL TOURNY 24 288

EARLY BIRD  MIXED TOURNAMENT 15 180

RDSB GRADE 7/8 SOCCER TOURNY 15 180

RDSB TOURNY 5 & 6 22 264

HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS BALL TOURNY (252) 18 216

LARCHWOOD PS BALL TOURNAMENTS (100) 30 360

ECOLE MACDONALD CARTIER BALL TOURNY 7 84

NOSSA SOCCER BOYS (300) 7 300

RDSB LIVELY HIGH BALL TOURNAMENT 8 96

SDSSAA GIRLS(16) / BOYS(17) SOCCER GAMES 33 396

SLO PITCH NATIONAL MENS/LADIES TOURNY 20 240

SLO PITCH NATIONAL MIXED TOURNY 13 156

24 HOUR MIXED SP TOURNAMENT 14 168

SUDBURNIA SOCCER FINALS 27 324

LU SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT 15 180

OF TRI SPORTS TOURNAMENT 27 324

MCGAUGHEY'S MENS TOURNY 25 300

CVDCS SP TOURNAMENT 5 60

CAPREOL DAYS SP TOURNAMENT 15 180

R. MCDONALD - BRAD RIENGUETTE MEMORIAL 6 72

COLLEGE BOREAL TOURNAMENT 8 96

CSPGNO SOCCER TOURNAMENT 12 144

COUSIN VINNY'S CHARITY BALL TOURNAMENT 9 108

CONFEDERATION HIGH SCHOOL BALL TOURY 12 144

2011 Tournament Listing
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Request for Decision 

Sudbury Community Arena Main Rink
Lighting Replacement

 

Recommendation
 THAT the main rink lighting at the Sudbury Community Arena be
replaced as requested by the Electrical Safety Authority (E.S.A)
in 2012, and; 

THAT the cost for the retrofit be funded from the 2013
Community Development Capital envelope. 

Finance Implications
 If approved, the emergency main rink lighting replacement at the
Sudbury Community Arena will be funded through the 2013
Community Development Capital envelope. 

Background
In February of this year, a light fixture fell while lighting was being set up for a concert. As a result, an
emergency inspection was completed and subsequent safety precautions undertaken. An engineering firm
completed a structural review of the light fixtures roof connections at the arena. The engineer determined
that the structural aspects of the lighting system were sound however the failure was due to the age of the
light connections.

The consultant concluded that the device supporting the fixture has reached the end of its life and is failing
when staff raise or lower the light fixtures. The consultant recommended replacing the system to avoid any
future failures. The Electrical Safety Authority conducted an inspection and confirmed that the rink lights are
in very poor condition, especially the fixtures that are continually raised in order to accommodate concerts
and shows. In response to direction from the Electrical Safety Authority (ESA), a certified electrician was
hired to complete temporary retrofits.

The following retrofits were implemented:

1) Secured all lights/safety chains

2) Bonded fixtures to steel beams to avoid electric hazard (interim measure until lights are replaced, proper
light bonding to be included as part of the lighting replacement)
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light bonding to be included as part of the lighting replacement)

3) Installed drywall under fixtures to avoid fire hazard

4) A consultant engineer was hired to prepare the main rink lighting specification to tender the project. The ESA
inspector requires that the lighting replacement be completed in 2012.  The emergency lighting replacement
expenditures, $37,500, fall under the Purchasing By-law (emergency purchases section 22).

Purchasing By-law
The Purchasing By-law 2006-270 under emergency purchases section 22 states:

1.    Where an Emergency exists requiring the immediate procurement of Goods, Services or Construction, a
General Manager or the Agent may purchase the required Goods, Services or Construction by the most
expedient and economical means, notwithstanding any other provision of this By-law.  As soon as practicable
thereafter, the Agent shall comply with Section 26 of this By-law.
 
2.    For all Emergency purchases made by a General Manager, the General Manager shall as soon after the
purchase as reasonably possible, notify the Agent with a written report detailing the circumstances of the
Emergency.  A report to Council shall be made by the General Manager or the Agent in all circumstances
where the Emergency purchase exceeds $35,000.

Required Retrofits

The cost to complete the lighting replacement at the arena is estimated between $400,000 - $425,000. The
cost estimate includes temporary retrofits as requested by ESA, design, purchase and installation. Funding
for the proposed lighting emergency retrofits and replacement are recommended to be derived from the
2013 CDD capital envelope. 
 
The lighting retrofit can begin in July and will not interfere with the scheduled concerts and shows and the
upcoming 2012 - 2013 ice season. Staff are working with the Manager of Energy Initiatives to seek an
energy retrofit grant to offset some of the proposed expense.
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Request for Decision 

Seniors' Perception Study: 20 Years Later

 

Recommendation
 Whereas a Seniors' Perception Study was conducted by the
Regional Municipality of Sudbury in 1991 to determine the
degree of awareness about community services and the level of
satisfaction with seniors' services in the community; and 

Whereas the Seniors' Advisory Panel is in the process of
organizing priorities for its term. 

Therefore, be it resolved that the City of Greater Sudbury, in
consultation with the Seniors' Advisory Panel, conduct a 20 year
follow-up of the original survey and that additional questions be
included to reflect current issues for seniors aged 55 years and
older. 

Finance Implications
 The cost associated with the study falls within the 2012
operational budget. 

Background
The Regional Municipality of Sudbury Seniors' Perception Study was prepared by the Health and Social
Services Department in 1991.  The results were used in the planning and delivery of services for seniors in
the Region and also shared with the Task Force for Seniors Advisory Council.  The purpose of the study
was to gain an understanding of the current situation for seniors over 55 years of age with
respect to demographics, degree of awareness about community services and the level of satisfaction with
seniors' services within each of the individual municipalities.  The study contributed to an understanding of
the needs of seniors and the service priorities. 

The 20 year follow-up study will be a combination of original survey questions pertaining to
demographics, housing, communication and community participation.  Additionally, new questions will be
added to reflect current issues for seniors living in Greater Sudbury.  The new survey, like that of the
original, will be conducted through telephone interviews targeting seniors aged 55 years and older.  Paper
surveys were contemplated by the Seniors' Advisory Panel; however, it was important to remove barriers
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surveys were contemplated by the Seniors' Advisory Panel; however, it was important to remove barriers
such as literacy, language and lack of affiliation with a group or organization.  A press release and radio and
television commercials will be issued prior to the start of the telephone interviews in consideration of recent
telephone scams directed at seniors.  The survey will endeavour to reach an even distribution of seniors
located throughout the Wards.  The results of the study will provide a follow-up of the actions taken by
Council and the community over the last 20 years and identify gaps in seniors' services for the community,
the Seniors' Advisory Panel and funders.
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